


engineering innovation
@ your work



Rockwood International based in Dubai, UAE an engineering firm provides solutions in the field of 

machinery and automation for steel fabrication industry. As a brand name ROCKWOOD 

MACHINERY ‐ Our extensive sales and service network extends throughout the Middle East region 

providing promptand efficient support to our clients.

The market challenges in today’s world warrant innovative techniques and quick production 

through automated machines, thus reducing production cost and time. The quality standards of 

fabricationfield are being constantly improved and delivery schedules shortened, which require 

new and automated processes in this field too. Our products were selected on basis of this 

realization and we always remain in the pursuit for the best solutions for the varying needs of the 

fabricationindustry.

Our efforts have always been in the direction of understanding the needs of our clients and 

proposing the best solution to meet his requirements. This helped us promoting simple machines 

to complete automation lines in this Middle East market.

On basis of the target markets, our products can be categorized as follows;

We have a team of Engineers who can assist you in choosing the best solutions by studying and

analyzing your requirements. Our products are backed by trained and experienced service team

ensuring always prompt service support to our clients.

ABOUT US

Products for Pipe fabrication

Products for Storage tank fabrication

Products for Pressure vessel fabrication

Products for Structural Steel fabrication

Products for Plate processing machines

Products for Sheet metal forming and cutting

Products for Light & Architectural steel fabrication industries

Products for infrastructure industries



WHY  TO
CHOOSE US

1000+ CLIENTS AND STILL ADDING

Rockwood international has adopted 

the path of hard work and discipline 

to ensure sustained growth. Being 

responsive, being flexible and Backed by our 

focus on quality and enhanced over a decade 

of customer satisfaction ROCKWOOD 

MACHINERY has been chosen as their 

machinery partner by more than 1000 clients 

in the Middle East and Africa region and we 

are still adding.

INTEGRITY

At Rockwood we’re driven to ensure 

customer satisfaction as we want us 

to be your true machinery partner. Our 

proposals are always an honest evaluation of 

actual customer requirement (and what does 

not), a commitment to deliver what we say 

we’re going to deliver and a fair pricing for 

most fine‐tuned end product, backed by a 

twelve‐month warranty – we call “The 
Rockwood commitment.” Test us out! We 

look forward to working with you to set new 

standards.

A TRUSTED PARTNER FOR QUALITY
AND ASSURANCE

The total commitment to our 

customers has been a key slogan 

from the time Rockwood was 

initiated and the same continues even today. 

Being available for our customers when they 

need us is critical. The more quickly we can 

listen and provide solutions, the shorter your 

project delivery. Same day response is always 

our goal, whether it is a pre‐sales response or 

an after sales support.

IT'S ALL ABOUT YOU!

Every team member at Rockwood 

know the value and importance of 

our customer – You! This is why 

every step from choosing the right model to 

installation of the equipment, there is a 

clearprocess to follow that focuses on 

customer relationship. Our products were 

selected on basis of this realization and we 

always remain in the pursuit for the best 

solutions for the varying needs of the 

fabrication industry

MOST PROVEN TECHNOLOGY MACHINES

Rockwood machinery delivers 

industry’s most comprehensive line 

of machines from all over the world, 

helping our customers do deliver their 

projects on time.Finding solutions to 

fabrication challenges is all about listening to 

the customer, their past experiences and the 

product application. We will always listen to 

Your ideas and suggestions will be 

incorporated into our ‘know how’, to produce a 

great final solution.

EXPERIENCE

The level of experience is invaluable 

and irreplaceable for our customers 

when it comes to most modern 

sophisticated machines and this is the 

reason why all our installations is backed up 

the trained technicians. Standing still is 

falling behind. So at Rockwood machinery, 

our team loves to

take on new and unusual challenges with the 

experienced hands.



Pipe Fabrication

Pipe Profile Cutting Machine

Pipe cold cutting & Beveling machines

Portable Pipe Cutting automation

Pipe notching machines

Pressure Vessels Fabrication

Plate Rolling Machine‐

Tank Rotators

Column And Boom Manipulator

Welding Positioners

Nozzle Welders and Circle Burners

Plate Processing Machine

Press brake and shearing machines

CNC Plate Drilling machines

(Joint plate drilling)

CNC Plasma/oxy fuel cutting machines

Bending Machines

Universal Profile bending machines

CNC/ NC Pipe and Tube Benders

Welding Consumables

Insulation Rockwool Pins and Washer

Shear Studs

Threaded Studs [CD & ARC Type]

Turnkey Solutions

Pipe Fabrication

Welding Automation

Other Machines

Dot peen & Scribing Marking Machines

Laser Marking Machines

Welding Carriages

Bandsaw

Iron Worker

Lathe Machines

Tapping Machine

Pile Driving Equipment For Guard Rail

Magnetic Fixates and Lifting Magnets

Weld Cleaning Machines

Structural Steel Fabrication

Stud welding machines

Plate processing machine

Portable punching machine

Plate beveling machine

Drill and tool grinding machine

Plate & Tube Polishing machine

OUR PRODUCTS

For Detailed Product Catalouge Please Visit :

www.rockwoodmachinery.com



Our Major Cilents 
Middle East Region
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